This paper presents a probabilistic framework for SL, 'omcnting and tracking multiple non rigid foreground objects for video surveillanca, using a static monocular camera. The agorithm combines information in a probabilistic sense and poses thc problem of matching the segmented foreground objects with blobs in the next frame as a non bipartite niatching problem. To solve this problem, probability is calculated for each possible matching. Initialization of new objects is also treated in a probabilistic manner. The new framework is shown to he able to handle a greater set of difficult situations and to improve performance significantly.
INTRODUCTION
In video surveillance, reliable segmentation of moving objects is essential for successful event recognition. Object segmentation can he looked upon as a local discrimination problem of two classes: foreground and background.
The segmentation can he done on pixel, blob and object level as described in Park and Aggarwal [I] . A simple body model (head, upper body, lower body) is used and Markov Random Fields (MRF) lead to segmentation at the blob level. Over segmented blobs are matched to the one from the prcvious frame, where the matching is posed as a weighted bipartite matching problem and the non-matched blobs are dealt using heuristics. Their method works for fairly simple and contrasted sequences.
Elgammal and Davis [21 also assume a similar model for a human that consists of a head, an upper body and a lower body. However, the assumption of a specific model for the body is too restrictive for a video surveillance system, whereas the system should be able to track people in general (e.g. even small children, people with carts etc.).
The approach of Comila and Meyer [3] is also to over segment the video and then use relaxation labeling for match- In this paper, we introduce a novel probabilistic framework for the pixel segmentation and for matching of foreground objects to blobs. Our approach also accounts for the grouping of objects. Finally, our method is particularly robust to initialization, which is a very common problem for many tracking algorithms.
PIXEL PROBABILITY MODEW ESTIMATION OF PROBABILITY OF FOREGROUND ( P F )
In this section we present a novel approach for the estimation of the probability that a frame pixel belongs to the foreground. We initially look at a simple model that is based on the Mahalanobis distance Mb(z, y). Then we de-scrihc a better way to compute the probability of foreground p f ( z , ! / ) .
Simple background model
Each pixel, for particular dimension of Lu*v* space, can be modeled with a single Gaussian. The Lu*v* spacc is chosen bccsuse it is perceptually mom uniform than the KGB color space [XI. We initialize the hackground pixel model by computing the statistics over the training sequcncc, if it is frcc of forcground objects. Othcrwise, it is possiblc to use a bootstrapping algorithm (e.g. 191).
A simple way to achievc segmentation [IO] makes usc of the Mahalanohis distance Mb(:i:, y), which corrcsponds to thc prohahility that pixcl ~J ( : I : , :y) bclongs to the background. Thc Mahalanohis distance A&(?;, y) between each pixel and the corresponding hackground pixcl in Lu*v* color space is defined as:
where Lmean(z,y), u L n n ( z , y ) . and G,,,,,(~,Y) are the means and L,,,(z,y), uEa7(z,y), and v:,, (z,y) are the variances of the pixel p ( z , y) in Lu*v* color space. This method is very simple and, consequently, does not give satisfactory results.
Foreground probability model P f ( z , y)
A more intelligent approach is to associate more features with every pixel p ( z , y), and then assign label F ( z , y) = 0 for background or F ( z , y) = 1 for foreground. For each
. D(z,y) isthe absolute distance of the current pixel to the background pixel in RGB color space:
IR(z,y) ~ R m e a n ( Z ,~) I
where the means over the video frames R,,,,, (z, y), Gmean(z, y). and B,,,,(z, y) are calculated in RGB space.
Ph(z, y) is a color similarity measure , which is computed from the cumulative histogram of all tracked objects, as the number of pixels in the bin that contains p(z, y), divided by the number of the pixels in the histogram. Note that the histogram has 16 bins for each dimension in RGB space. Finally, using Bayes ~l c , we combine the information from a11 these features to compute the probability that a pixel belongs to the forcground Pf(z, y) as:
This pdf (probability density function) is used in the following section to successfully separate the foreground and background.
CONNECTED COMPONENTS MATCHING
Now that we have found the probability of the foreground P,(z,y), we want to use it to find the objects in the new frame. First, P,(z, y) is binarized using an adaptive threshold and a simple union find algorithm is used to find its 8-connected components that correspond to foreground objects.
The connected components c m now he matched to the foreground objects in the previous frame. In the ideal case (Fig. 2a) , one foreground object is matched to one connected component. If the object has disappeared from the scene, we match the foreground object to a dummy node. When two or more objects are ncar one other or one is occluded by the other (Fig. 2b) , they match to a single connected component. If the background is very similar in color to a part of an object, that part can he mistakenly classified as background and therefore that object will be matched to two or more connected components (Fig. Zc) .
ing problem, and solved using some of the standard algo- 
T . ( i , j ) = [ S C ( i : j ) ,

E D ( i , j ) , H S ( I , j ) , X C ( I : j ) Y C ( i : j ) ]
where S C ( i , j ) is thc size change defined as S C ( i , j ) = (m(i, j ) ) , we employ the BN (Fig. lb) , which can be trained on a simple case (e.g. tracking of a single object for few seconds).
S ( j ) / S ( i ) ,
E D ( i , j ) is the Euclidean distance betwecn (sc(i), g J i ) ) and ( z c ( j ) , gc(j)), H S ( i , j ) is the similarity between H ( i ) and H ( j ) , X C ( i , j )
The probability that the foreground object f ( a ) corresponds to connected component c ( j ) is :
The probability that foreground objects f (i,) and f (22) are grouped together and correspond to connected component c ( j ) is :
where f(iJ is the foreground object made by combining objects f ( i 1 ) and f ( i 2 ) .
The probability that the foreground object f (i) corresponds to the connected components c ( j 1 ) and c ( j 2 ) is : 
Object Detection
Thc connected coniponcnts not matched to any foreground object are considered to become ncw objects. The most simple and common way to decide if a candidate should become new object is to calculate the size of candidate and compare it to a fixed threshold. However, that approach is not very robust and small objects (kids) or objects that are similar to the background may not be detccted. To tackle that, we define a set of features
where S is the size of the connected component, LC is the distance to the nearest location of an appearance of a foreground object, SH is a simple shape feature frequently used for characterizing objects [ 131 defined as S H = , , r~~c~e + , and CS is color similarity of object candidate to the average foreground object. Label N = 0 is assigned to candidates that are not new objects (e.g. that correspond to a shadow or lighting change), while labrl N = 1 is assigned to candidates that are appearing objects. Fig. 3 depicts the BN for object detection.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our approach was tested on a 55 minute long indoor sequence. In Fig. 4 tracked objects present in frames 571 and 1885 have been displayed, with the segmentation using the simple approach (Sec. 2.1) and the new approach. Segmentation cxample: (a)(t) foreground objccts (frame 571 and 1885) (b) probability based only o n background modcl (c) Pf probability of foreground (d)(g) segmented objects using only background model (c)(h) segmented objects using I ' , probability of foreground.
Our implciiicntation runs at ahout0.5 seconds per 720 x 480 framc and 0.2 seconds per 352 x 280 using a 2.8 MHz Pentium 4 computer, and the resulting video can he found athttp://www.ifp.uiuc.edu/-ivanovic
CONCLUSION
The contributions of this paper are: (a) a new probabilistic framework for pixel scgmentation and for matching of objects to blobs, (h) a framework that can account for grouping of objects, and (c) a method robust to initialization, a common problem for other tracking algorithms.
We conclude that our non bipartite matching formulation is better ablc to model multi-object tracking and gives more reliable segmentation results.
